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There are many solutions on the Internet which involve adding a small amount of PHP code to an HTML

web page in order to provide additional features on the page. Examples include adding a page view

counter or showing the current server time/date on your web page. Adding PHP code to a web page

normally means you have to rename your web page to be a ".php" file instead of a ".htm" file. While

renaming a file is not difficult, it is hassle because all links to the page have to be changed (so for

example, any links to page1.htm would need changing to link to page1.php). Php Activator offers an

alternative solution, enabling php code to be inserted into normal web pages. This means you can insert

PHP code into your web pages and leave them as ".htm" or ".html" pages. Php Activator also comes with

some simple PHP code examples that you can insert into your web pages to: - show a page view counter

- show the visitors IP address - show the current server time/date (useful if you have an offer which starts

or ends at a particular time - because your visitors may be in a different time zone) Get Full Master

Resale Rights FREE This is great software - but I'm going to make it even more valuable for you, by

including full Master Resale Rights free! This means you can sell the package yourself and keep all the
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money. Just make one sale to recover your investment. I'll even give you a copy of this ready-made sales

page to make it really easy for you. Just add your own order button to the ready-made page, upload to

your own web host and you can be ready to take orders instantly. You can also use the package as a

valuable bonus with other items you sell, or include it in packages and membership sites, or give it away

free as a valuable bonus for your newsletter subscribers. Tags: php
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